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ever jealous, who for one second played with such a thought.
But what did he know about the real conditions of her life with
those terrible people ? Old Funky may easily—it was exactly
what he might do—have tried to play the pander with regard
to her. "What a thing it is/* he said to himself, "that I can lis-
ten calmly to a person like that! What is it in me that makes
me so—so detached ? It's not cowardice, and it's not that I'm
so inhumanly philosophical. What the hell is it? Anyone else
would have stopped the chap's mouth in a second, and sent him
to the devil!"
Dud suddenly felt as though by reason of some lack in his
character or in his mental vision, some want of a natural in-
stinct in him to strike back, a clean, straight blow on a ticklish
occasion, he was being pushed down a spiritual cul-de-sac.
He loathed that old man* He felt a profound suspicion of
him. Why, then, had he let him sit in his chair and talk like that
about Wizzie? Then it came about, as his mind turned the
thing over, that he went so far as to ask himself point-blank
whether it was possible that for some convoluted reason he
wanted Wizzie to have been involved in some squalid and re-
volting situation! The mere floating into his mind of this in-
sidious doubt made him feel as if there were abysses of dark no-
tions within him whose nature he hesitated to plumb.
The idea was so disturbing that he got up from the fire, went
^across to-the "Questing Beast," and gave its obscure worm-
^s eaten physiognomy a sharp flick with his finger-nail. As he did
C} so another thought came to him. Wasn't it only too likely that
what had filled Old Funky with so much gall was a rebuff he
himself had suffered from the girl ? Wasn't that what women
often did—accuse a man of assaulting them who in reality has
rebuffed them? Full of this illuminating idea—and he re-
proached himself for not having thought of it earlier—No-
man began pacing up and down his small attic, bending his
head mechanically, and even giving his body a sideways twist,
when he was in danger of striking his head against the sloping
beam.
"I daren't ask her, though," he thought, "whether anything
like that happened. The man's such a disgusting specimen that
to suggest that he dared to approach her at all would be an in-
*sult." Or wouldn't it be ? Dud felt he was much more capable
of entering into the feelings of that infant he had seen, protect-

